
HISTORICAL PIGMENTS

■ INDIAN YELLOW

Indian yellow actually did not originate from India but was introduced there in the

15th century from Persia. Used in watercolour paint and as a glazing colour in oil

paint  (glaze is a tinted oil-based medium that is typically semi-transparent ), real Indi-

an yellow pigment was considered by A. Eibner, an early 20th-century researcher of

pigments, as “an incomparably beautiful, deep and luminescent gold yellow in a

shade which is achieved with no other pigment.” To produce this hue, cows were

fed exclusively on mango leaves and their urine was evaporated into a precipitate,

then hand-formed into balls. Unfortunately, this caused the cows extreme pain and

early death, and was outlawed in 1908. The Indian yellow available today is syn-

thetic, called nickel azo yellow.

■ CARMINE

This strong red-crimson pigment is derived from cochineal insects, which have been

fed exclusively on the nopal cactus. Their bodies are dried, boiled in water, and pre-

cipitated onto an alum base. Carmine can fade in strong sunlight and is fairly expen-

sive. Cochineal is sometimes used in the food industry primarily as a dye, listed as

“colour added,” “E120,” or simply “natural colour.” Foods such as yogurt, imitation

crab, juices, and Campari made in some countries contain cochineal extract.

■ ULTRAMARINE

The pigment ultramarine, from the Middle Latin word “ultramarinus,” meaning literally

“beyond the sea,” was so named because it was imported from Asia by sea. It is a

primary component of the mineral lapis lazuli. By the 14th century, it numbered

among the most valued pigments, and was often reserved for the robes of Christ and

the Virgin. Today, it is the most valuable pigment in the world, ounce for ounce equal

in value to gold. Ultramarine has high stability under light exposure, which explains

why paintings made with ultramarine blue are still very vibrant. The high costs of

transport and processing of the complex rock mixture containing lapis lazuli led to the

development of a synthetic version manufactured in France in the 1820s. Nowa-

days, the synthetic ultramarine blue is the only one commercially available to artists.

■ IVORY BLACK

Also known as bone black, ivory black has been used since ancient times and is

considered quite a “blue” black. The historic version of this pigment is made from the

charring of ivory, and artists and pigment makers often made it themselves by burn-

ing ivory in an airtight container. Since ivory harvesting has been mainly illegal since

1989, contemporary ivory black is often derived from mixed animal bones, although

old combs, piano keys, and corset boning are sometimes pressed into service to

manufacture genuine ivory black today.
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called “thread-by-thread” tear mending, the

conservator uses a microneedle, glue paste,

and a micro tacking iron to fuse each thread

back together.As the work progresses—it

can take several hours to mend one inch of

tear—individual strands are held in place

with acupuncture needles.After new filling

was added to hide the mend, the conserva-

tor inpainted, discretely adding new water-

colour paint, which is easily removable in

future if necessary, to cover the fill material

and any areas of paint loss.The job was fin-

ished off with a coat of synthetic varnish,

which doesn’t discolour as older versions

did.What had been a poorly repaired area

now looked uniform and intact.

DR. ORONHYATEKHA
By Frank Pebbles

1896 / 1897

266 x 177 cm

This portrait of a notable Native Canadian

physician and businessman had been stored

flat and unsupported with no existing frame.

It had not been viewed upright in more

than 30 years.A painting, especially of this

scale, needs to be under constant tension in

order for the layers of paint and preparation

to remain adhered to the canvas.Without

tension, the canvas could warp and the paint

layers could separate.

An ongoing dialogue with the curator

responsible for the painting is pivotal to the

conservation process of almost any work of

art. Curators and art historians provide in-

sight into the history of the piece—its con-

text, its meaning, and where it fits in the

genre and the artist’s oeuvre. Conservators

provide the material history—the nuts and

bolts of what comprises the physical paint-

ing.

For this artwork, the conservator deter-

mined that the painting was oil on canvas

and had likely been revarnished at least once

in the past hundred years. Most interestingly,

the conservator unearthed a “double signa-

ture and date” at the bottom of the painting.

It appears that the artist painted the canvas

once in 1896 and repainted over it in 1897.

Conservators can’t necessarily explain why

an artist would do this, although from artists’

journals and other documents we know that

sometimes the reason is that the artist, the

sitter, or the patron, was unhappy with the

results and wanted a different, more flatter-

ing, or more accurate look. But our diagnos-

tic work can reveal that it occurred, provid-

ing an objective framework on which the

curator or historian can build or validate

theories about the painting.

Another puzzle was that Dr. Oronhyatekha

had a crudely cut perimeter and no stretcher

or frame.The curator knew that the painting

had been cut out of its original frame with a

sharp implement before its arrival at the

ROM.With this knowledge, the conservator

was better able to determine the original di-

mensions of the canvas, which provided the

information needed to construct a new cus-

tom-made stretcher.

Before the painting could be placed over

a stretcher, a new synthetic canvas backing

needed to be applied, enlarging the canvas’s

size enough so that no painted portions

would be in danger of being folded over the

stretcher’s sides. Called “lining,” the process

is essentially the reverse of our work on

View of the City of Toronto, for which we re-

moved the lining.Adding a lining involves

brushing or rolling on a heat-responsive liq-

uid or film adhesive to the back of the orig-

inal canvas and then laying the painting over

a new larger piece of fabric; using heat and

constant suction with a vacuum pump, the

two parts are welded firmly together. Be-

cause of the painting’s large size, the lining

had to be done on special equipment at the

Art Gallery of Ontario.Their Maxwell com-

bination table, sometimes called a hot table,

is larger than the one in the ROM’s lab and

has a built-in evacuator to create suction.

This equipment works like a giant electric

griddle pan to heat the painting.The new

backing it attaches to the artwork provides

added support to the original canvas and

paint layers.

Constructing a new frame for this large

painting was a monumental task.An elegant
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Dr. Oronhyatekha Top: After treatment. Bottom left: Detail of subject’s 

left arm after treatment. Bottom right: During repair of a tear, acupuncture 

needles hold threads in place.


